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WEI HELPS YOU
ACHIEVE
ENTERPRISE-GRADE
MOBILE DEVICE
MANAGEMENT
THAT WORKS FOR
YOU AND YOUR
USERS.
From Break/Fix to employee
on-boarding, tablets
to desktops. WEI helps
streamline and automate
your organization’s end-user
device lifecycles.

DEVICES BUILT FOR THE ENTERPRISE
Employees have new, more mobile options to keep them productive from
wherever they are. But, how does a company embrace users’ mobile access
from multiple devices without compromising its own enterprise security and
data management policies?
One answer: Use WEI services to help you. With WEI, you can strike the
right balance of end-user freedom with enterprise-level protection.
WEI has the experience to help you in regards to:
• Developing and delivering corporate security-approved devices—
to one or 10,000 users
• Image development services, such as the development (or codevelopment) of “gold standard” corporate images
• Managing the national or global deployment of end user devices with
pre-approved corporate images. These might include everything from
end-user laptops, desktops and tablets to Apple MacBooks and iPads.
This can also include deployment from just a handful of seats to 500
seats, and even, up to multi-thousand-seat environments.
• Developing and automating mobile data management, identity, security
and privacy frameworks
• Fleet forecasting, inventory control, device asset management, tracking
and lifecycle management
• Fast, Break/Fix repair or replacement services for mobile devices that
never risks your enterprise data
• Employee on-boarding, custom web-based device requisitioning and
compliance with manufacturer-approved warranty services for device
rollout and on-going support in line with security requirements
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In short, WEI has the expertise to architect, integrate and deliver end-user devices as a turnkey solution to meet the needs of each customer environment. For the enterprise, this means
built-in network domain integration, security and mobile device management. For the end
user, this means delivery of a secure, corporate-approved, out-of-the-box device specific to
each employee that’s ready for use.

SOLVING YOUR DEVICE NEEDS AT EXACTLY THE RIGHT TIME
WEI experts are accustomed to working with our customers to understand their unique pain
points in regards to end-user computing and mobile, then crafting unique solutions to best
resolve those pain points.
The following are a small sample of WEI expertise areas in regards to mobile
and end-user computing: IoT, Devices, VDI, Identity & Privacy, Content & Data
Management, Personal Cloud, Location Services, BYOD & B2B Services

LOCATION SERVICES
It’s a fact of life: User devices can be stolen
or go missing. There are a number of
reasons why you might want to protect
what’s on them. There are also surprisingly
easy ways to track a device, let alone
“remote wipe” its contents. Let WEI help
you institute processes that bring instant
peace of mind.

IOT
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises
to bring amazing new insights but also
new security risks for “protected spaces”
in corporate networks. From smart
devices to sensors and new monitoring
applications, WEI helps you prepare for
IoT’s coming avalanche of new data. WEI
helps organizations identify, implement and
benefit from IoT projects while reducing
your security risk. WEI can also help you
deploy IoT-based applications that monitor
and report on identity-based behaviors
from one or more employee devices.

PERSONAL CLOUD
As part of WEI’s device lifecycle services,
WEI can deploy devices with only

CONTENT & DATA
MANAGEMENT
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benefits. WEI has experience planning,
designing and implementing successful VDI
projects. Let us help you
ensure success.

BYOD
The revolution caused both new
opportunity and some pain for enterprise
IT organizations. Today, with the evolution
of security and mobile device management
(MDM) frameworks, device support can
smoothly start and end in the enterprise—
with the assurance that enterprise data
remains safe and secure regardless of the
device in use.

MOBILE APP
DEVELOPMENT
Need help managing your mobile
device assets? WEI experts are skilled in
enterprise-level mobile app development
for areas such as global asset tracking,
device management and enterprise
connectivity. If you need a custom,
enterprise mobile app, ask WEI
how we can help you.

ABOUT WEI
WEI is an innovative,
full service, customer centric
IT solutions provider.
Why WEI? Because we care.
Because we go further.
At WEI, we’re passionate about solving
your technology problems and helping
you drive your desired business
outcomes. We believe in challenging the
status quo and thinking differently. There
are a lot of companies that can take
today’s technology and create a great
IT solution for you. But we do more. We
go further. And we have the customer,
vendor and industry awards to prove
it. WEI is a premier technology partner,
who always puts our customers first while
providing the most innovative solutions
for over 25 years.
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